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1. List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 
DIS  Distributed Interactive Simulation 

FOM  Federation Object Model 

FOSS  Free and Open Source Software 

HLA  High Level Architecture 

IVCT  Integration, Verification and Certification Tool 

MSG  Modelling and Simulation Group 

NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NMSG  NATO Modelling and Simulation Group 

PDU  Protocol Data Unit 

RPR  Real-time Platform Reference 

SISuT  StandIn System under Test 

SuT  System under Test  
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2. Introduction & Task Overview 
The Integration, Verification and Certification Tool (IVCT) Framework was originally 
developed by the NATO Modelling and Simulation Group (NMSG) 134 team and is currently 
maintained by NMSG 163. This tool is part of NATO’s capability for federate certification 
which is under the direction of the NATO Modelling and Simulation Centre of Excellence 
(https://www.mscoe.org/). The IVCT is available as free and open source software (FOSS) 
from its GitHub repository: https://github.com/MSG134. 
 
OODA Technologies has been called through a RISOMIA contract in order to create a Test 
Suite which shall verify the integrity of entities published in a High Level Architecture (HLA) 
federation by a federate under test. Integrity verification in this context refers to identifying 
any discrepancy between two sets of entities: the expected set, and the set received through 
a federation. Entity instances are determined as different if their identifier or type is not a 
perfect match or if their spatial information differs by more than an accepted threshold. This 
verification has been split into three test cases joined in a single test suite. The resulting 
program has been integrated into the current IVCT Framework for HLA simulations. 
 
The test cases were built to be as conform to the structure present in other projects available 
on the GitHub repository to ensure easy comprehension by the other contributors. 
 
The second part of the task was to adapt the current IVCT Framework and the developed 
test case to make it compatible with a DIS federation. Due to the fact that one of the crucial 
classes in the project is an extension of an HLA library, changes to the architecture had to 
be performed. In order to make this transition as seamless as possible, it has been decided 
to select a solution that will not impact the current structure of the MSG-134 GitHub projects. 
 
The modifications to these classes will ensure that each test suite is responsible for 
implementing itself as a DIS test suite or an HLA test suite. The proposed solution, 
described in a later chapter, provides a non-breaking change to the current IVCT 
Framework. 

  

https://www.mscoe.org/
https://github.com/MSG134
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3. Creation of the Base Entity Instance Integrity 
Verification Test Case for HLA 
This section covers the addition of a test case module checking the integrity of Base Entity 
objects published to an HLA federation. This part is a continuation of the work performed 
during Call-Up 161, under contract W7707-145677 where verification was made but only for 
Entity Identifiers and Types. The code base was, however, updated to fit with the current 
structure of the IVCT_Framework as described in the next section. 

3.1 Adaptation of work done in the previous call-up 
The first step was to adapt the work previously done in Call-Up 16 to the improved IVCT 
architecture. Due to the code structure having changed a lot, the entire workflow has been 
revised. The code provided in this call-up is now much closer to other comparable Test 
Suites available on the Github repository.   
 
While the previous Call-Up focus was on the entities Identifiers and Types, this new test 
suite also adds spatial information to its verification list. These tests have also been split into 
three separate test runs with each of them giving a pass or fail grade. The badge is then 
awarded to the SuT only if the three tests give a pass grade. 
 
The final addition of the work performed in this contract is the direct contribution to the MSG-
134 project of the developed Test Suite. 

3.2 Test Case Workflow 
The test validates the integrity of Base Entities instances published by the System under 
Test (SuT). The information validated is based on a shared pre-defined scenario between 
both the IVCT_TestRunner and the SuT. The currently in use scenario describes multiple 
base entities taken from the GRIM-RPR standard which are then loaded through a csv file. 
 
The test suite is divided in three test cases. Each test case follows the same workflow but 
validates different element of an Entity. The elements that will be validated in those test 
cases are the EntityIdentifier, the EntityType and the initial Spatial attribute. 
 
The Test Case flow is as follows:  
 
The SuT needs to connect to the federation and publish every entity in the scenario 
document. The SuT must also be able to reflect EntityIdentifier, EntityType and Spatial 
attribute requests. The simulated system under test does the following steps before the 
execution of the test:  
 
1) The SuT connects to the federation. 
2) The SuT registers publishing of the Base Entities and the following attributes: 
 
1 RADULESCU, D., MARION-OUELLET, L.O., Test Case Documentation and Development for 
Integration with NATO MSG-134 Test Suite, available on Defence Research Reports Canada, 
http://cradpdf.drdc-rddc.gc.ca/PDFS/unc282/p805647_A1b.pdf  

http://cradpdf.drdc-rddc.gc.ca/PDFS/unc282/p805647_A1b.pdf
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EntityIdentifier, EntityType and Spatial in accordance to the Federation Object Model (FOM). 
3) The SuT reads the scenario document and publishes the generated base entity instances 
listed in the scenario document. 
 
The test flow is the same for each test case and is described in figure 1: 

 
Figure 1: Data flow during a test 

1) An operator starts the test case using the GUI or the UI then the TestRunner executes the 
test case. 
2) TestRunner registers the subscription to BaseEntity and the following attributes: 
EntityIdentifier, EntityType and Spatial. 
3) TestRunner discovers the Entities. The federation returns the BaseEntity handles. 
4) For each Entity in the system the TestRunner requests all its attributes. 
5) The SuT provides the requested attributes. 
6) TestRunner reads the scenario document and validates that all the entities requested 
respect the scenario document. 
7) Enact judgment. 
 
Spatial attributes depend on the type of the dead reckoning algorithm chosen. The spatial 
attributes have been implemented only for the most used algorithms: DRM_FPW and 
DRM_RVW. The SuT needs to be connected to the federation the whole time the test is run. 
 

3.2.1 Badge Attribution 
When the three tests have granted a pass, the badge "TS_EntityIntegrityChecker " is given 
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to the SuT, ending the test. If a single of the test cases is a fail, either by not discovering the 
good number of entities (ID Fail), two entities not having the same type (Type Fail) or being 
in two different locations (Spatial Fail), then the test is considered a Fail and the badge is not 
granted. 

3.3 Test Sensitivity 
While the Identity and Type comparisons are performed on sequences of Integers, the 
Spatial information reflects coordinates which need to be treated differently as floating 
numbers cannot be directly put through a typical “equal” algorithm. 

3.3.1 Double comparison 
Almost all of the spatial data is encoded using floating point numbers. Floating point 
numbers can use 64 bits (also called double), and therefore can only hold about 12 to 15 
significant digits the way they are encoded, as of IEEE754. This means that comparing two 
doubles with more than 12 significant digits can result in an inequality due to lost digits. To 
solve this issue, thresholds were established. These thresholds are different for each unit 
used in the simulation and are as follows: 
 

Table 1: Spatial Representations and acceptable thresholds 

 

Representation Unit Threshold 

WorldLocation Metre +/- 0.001 m (1 mm) 

Orientation Radian +/- 10-4 radians (0.0057 degrees) 

Velocity Metres per second +/- 0.001 m/s (3.6 m per hour) 

Acceleration Metres per second2 +/- 0.001 m/s²  

Angular Velocity Radians per second +/- 10-4 radians (0.0057 degrees) per second 

 
IMPORTANT : These thresholds can be modified through the TcParam.json file if desired. In 
the case that no threshold parameters have been set, these values are hard-coded as 
default. 
 

3.4 Integration of Spatial Data in Integrity Check 
The spatial attributes depend on the type of dead reckoning algorithm used. For example, 
DRM_FPW has position and velocity while DRM_RVW has position, velocity, and 
acceleration. To ease the process of validating the entity we implemented a representation 
of the base entity that is decoupled from the HLA classes and created an HLA serializer and 
deserializer. The BaseEntity class contains an abstract Spatial attribute that is instantiated 
based on the Dead Reckoning algorithm of the elements being deserialized. The abstract 
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spatial representation enabled the data model to be reused generically for each spatial 
representation. 
 
The HLA serializer and deserializer use the PitchRTI 1516e libraries following the HLA 
standard. The HLA standard is meant to be generic and able to reflect any kind of FOM. 
However there are multiple points that make the RTI library hard to use, as described below. 
 

3.4.1 Object-Oriented Paradigm 
The java libraries seem to be adaptations of C library and do not seem to embrace the 
Object Oriented paradigm perfectly. This creates issues that are unavoidable and make the 
library hard to use. e.g. HLAfixedRecord::decode(byte) returns void. A proper Object-
Oriented structure would make sure that this decoding task is held by the object being 
decoded. 

3.4.2 Re-implementation of Primitives 
The library uses its own primitive type wrapped in a class such as HLAinteger16BE. All the 
base types are unsigned while all java types are signed. This creates an awkward situation 
where some elements need to be “translated” between signed and unsigned. 

3.5 Package structure 
The package structure is inspired by the published test cases on the MSG-134 GitHub. 
However an effort toward reusability of the main components has been done. The code base 
is separated in 4 projects and one folder: GrimRprFomObject, IVCT_HLA_BaseEntity, 
EntityAgent, TS_EntityIntegrityChecker and the folder IVCT_Runtime.  
 
The GrimRprFomObject contains a generic implementation of the Real-time Platform 
Reference (RPR) FOM. The IVCT_HLA_BaseEntity project contains the GrimRpr BaseEntity 
implementation using the HLA framework. This package also contains all the tools needed to 
serialize and deserialize a BaseEntity for the HLA federation connection and also every tool 
to convert an HLA BaseEntity into a generic GrimRprFomObject. The IVCT_HLA_BaseEntity 
contains dependencies on the GrimRprFomObject project in order to be able to convert into 
generic objects. The EntityAgent is the simulated system under test (SiSUT). It is mostly 
meant for development and testing purposes. The EntityAgent depends on the 
IVCT_HLA_BaseEntity and GrimRprFomObject projects.  
 
The project TS_EntityIntegrityChecker contains the core components to execute the test, the 
package tc_integritycheck contains the test cases for each validated attribute. The second 
package tc_lib_integritycheck, contains the necessary tools to interact with the federation. 
The project relies on the IVCT_HLA_BaseEntity to get the data from the HLA federation and 
then compare it within each test class.  Finally, the IVCT_Runtime folder contains the entire 
configuration for the EntityAgent and the IVCT_Framework to run. Refer to the 
accompanying code and to figure 2 for a detailed view of the dependencies, code and 
package structure. 
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Figure 2: Package structure for the TS_EntityIntegrityChecker project  
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4. User Guide for the GitHub deliverables 
This section is addressed to users looking for more detailed instructions on how to install 
and set up the testing environment as well as on how to run these tests. Only the HLA 
deliveries are discussed here. The DIS zipped delivery is discussed in the next section. 

4.1 Setting up the system 
The recent implementation uses a web server as well as a command line interface. However 
this section only documents the command line interface(CLI). 
The guide will document the commands needed for both Linux and Windows operating 
system. 

4.1.1 Pre-Requisites 
1. The user needs to install Java 1.8 and to set up the related JAVA_HOME and PATH 

environment variables.  
2. Gradle needs to be installed if no connection to Gradle servers can be made (ie: 

Firewall). In a normal case however, the Gradle wrapper should be able to get the 
necessary compiler without an installation being necessary. 

3. Git or a web browser. 
4. Pitch_RTI downloaded and installed. 
5. Checkout the IVCT_Framework either with git or your web browser. 
6. Checkout the TS_EntityIntegrityChecker 
7. An accessible server running ActiveMQ 

4.1.2 Unpacking the zip code into “.../X” folder 
The directory structure should look like this: 
 
.../X/IVCT_Framework/ 
.../X/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/ 

4.1.3 Setting up the properties/libraries 
Set the RTI in …/X/IVCT_Framework/.shared/libraries.gradle 
Comment the line which set the rti variable to “IEEE1516e” and uncomment the line that set 
the rti variable to "prti1516e" 
 
    rti = "prti1516e" 
    //rti = "IEEE1516e" 
 
Set the rti_lib variable to the location of the Pitch rti Jars 
rti_lib =   ".../YourInstallDirectory/prti1516e/lib" 
 
This step of configuring the rti configuration needs to be repeated for 
X/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/.shared/libraries.gradle 
 
 

https://github.com/MSG134/IVCT_Framework
https://github.com/MSG134/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker
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In a terminal, set the IVCT_CONF Environnement variable to the config file location. 
Either set it to the path …/X/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/IVCT_Runtime or move everything 
inside the /root/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/IVCT_Runtime to a newly 
downloaded …/X/IVCT_Runtime/ folder and set the IVCT_CONF variable to this new one. 
The current instructions will focus on the first way. 
 
IVCT_CONF=.../X/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker /IVCT_Runtime 
 
Note: the development branch of IVCT expects 3 extra variables to be set.  
IVCT_BADGE_HOME_ID=.../X/ TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/IVCT_Runtime/Badges/ 
IVCT_SUT_HOME_ID=.../X/ TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/IVCT_Runtime/IVCTsut/ 
IVCT_TS_HOME_ID=.../X/ TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/IVCT_Runtime/TestSuites 
 
As a final note regarding the configuration, make sure that the ivctVersion listed 
in …/X/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/.shared/libraries.gradle matches the one deployed 
by the IVCT_Framework project. 

4.1.4 Gradle building 
We need to install the current IVCT Implementation into the local gradle repository in order 
to properly set up the dependencies.  
 
cd .../X/IVCT_Framework/ 
gradlew build 
gradlew install 
gradlew installDist 
 
Then it becomes possible to compile the testcase: 
 
cd .../X/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/ 
gradlew build 
gradlew install 
gradlew installDist 
 

4.1.5 Confirming everything works before startup 
If the previous gradlew commands all passed, then your TS_EntityIntegrityChecker is 
functional. However, some configurations are still needed. Make sure the necessary 
properties in these configuration files are set to the correct values: 

• IVCT.properties (located in the Runtime folder), responsible for locating the other 
configuration folders, the RTI used and the AMQ settings. 

• TcParam.json (in IVCTsut/EntityAgent/TS_EntityIntegrityChecker), responsible for 
setting the federation settings, the sut being checked, the fad and the fom files. 

• Config.properties (in IVCTsut/EntityAgent/resources/config) responsible for the SuT 
properties such as the RTI information. 
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4.2 Testing a System 

4.2.1 Building a Federation Agreement Document 
The Federation Agreement Document (fad) is a list of entities that should be present at the 
start of the simulation. Entities are listed in a csv file with attributes mirroring the 
GrimRPRFom. The fad supplied includes different entities using edge case values. Fill the 
csv file in the runtime_conf folder configured earlier according to the fad you are providing. If 
multiple fads are provided, then multiple files can be added to the testcases folder. 

4.2.2 Starting the IVCT Framework 
The IVCT Framework needs several services to run. ActiveMQ should be included in the 
IVCT_Runtime project. Here are the steps to be executed using a terminal. These steps 
assume that the previous steps have been executed and that the gradlew installDist 
operation succeeded. It is also necessary that you make sure the environment variables 
have been set before trying to run a test. 
 

1. Start ActiveMQ 
a. cd .../apache-activemq-5.X.X/ 
b. ./bin/activemq start 

2. Start LogSink 
a. cd .../X/IVCT_Framework/LogSink 
b. linux -> ./build/install/LogSink/bin/LogSink 
c. windows -> \build\install\LogSink\bin\LogSink.bat 

3. Start the TestCaseRunner 
a. cd .../X/IVCT_Framework/TC.exec 
b. linux -> ./build/install/TC.exec/bin/TC.exec 
c. windows -> build\install\TC.exec\bin\TC.exec.bat 

4. Start the UI 
a. cd .../X/IVCT_Framework/UI 
b. linux -> ./build/install/UI/bin/UI 
c. windows -> build\install\UI\bin\UI.bat 

5. Start the SuT to upload the entities to the federation. 
Either start your own SuT or start the included SiSuT "EntityAgent". The SuT should 
send its entities to the federation as soon as possible. 

a. cd TS_EntityIntegrityChecker/EntityAgent 
b. linux -> ./build/install/EntityAgent/bin/EntityAgent 
c. windows -> build\install\EntityAgent\bin\EntityAgent.bat 

6. Start the test using the UI 
In the terminal of the UI, type these commands to launch the test. 

a. set the System under test with ssut EntityAgent 
b. start the test case to be run with sts TS_IntegrityChecker 
c. Then monitor the result. 

 
The folder IVCT_Runtime has been provided in the test suite’s repository in order to make it 
easy for a user to load and run tests. To use it, simply set the IVCT_CONF environment 
variable to the path of this directory. It is also possible to move the content of your 
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configuration folder to where the location of IVCT_CONF. 

5. Complementary Instructions for the DIS Delivery 

5.1 Setting up the DIS system 
Download and unpack the DIS files into the folder of your choice. Make sure it is a different 
folder from GitHub otherwise conflicts may happen. 
 
Set the path of the jar folder (containing dis-enums and open-dis) in 
/OpenDIS_TestCaseRunner/.shared/libraries.gradle* -> DIS_lib = "/path/to/DIS/Jar/Files" 
 
Set the path of both jars in IVCT_Framework/IVCT_DIS_Plugin/IVCT_DIS_plugin.gradle 
Compile files ("/opt/openDis/dis-enums_1.1.jar") 
Compile files ("/opt/openDis/open-dis_4.16.jar") 
 
Set the following four variables. . 
IVCT_CONF=…/X/IVCT_Framework/RuntimeConfig 
IVCT_BADGE_HOME_ID=.../X/IVCT_Framework/RuntimeConfig /Badges/ 
IVCT_SUT_HOME_ID=.../X/IVCT_Framework/RuntimeConfig /IVCTsut/ 
IVCT_TS_HOME_ID=.../X/IVCT_Framework/RuntimeConfig /TestSuites/ 
 
Build the IVCT project. 
cd .../X/IVCT_Framework  
gradlew build 
gradlew install 
gradlew installDist 
 
Build the test case. 
cd .../X/openDIS-TestcaseRunner  
gradlew build 
gradlew install 
gradlew installDist 
 

5.2 Starting a DIS test  
Follow the same instructions as in 4.2.2 until you reach the step to start the SuT. Remember 
that the environment variables also need to be set but to the DIS folders paths for this case. 
Since the delivered SISuT provided is different, you need to follow these instructions: 
 

a. cd openDIS-TestcaseRunner/DisSender 
b. linux -> ./build/install/DisSender/bin/DisSender 
c. windows -> build\install\ DisSender \bin\DisSender.bat 
 

Then follow the rest of the instructions of 4.2.2, but with a SuT name of DisSender rather 
than EntityAgent and a TS name of DisReceiverAndTester. It is also possible to type lsut to 
list SuTs and lts to lists TestSuites. 
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6. Modification to the IVCT Architecture to 
implement DIS capabilities 

6.1 HLA Dependency 
 
IVCT in its current state is highly coupled with HLA. This creates a situation where a direct 
extension to DIS capabilities is hard to do. For example: every test case has an 
IVCT_BaseModel which contains all the logic to connect and receive data from the 
federation. The concrete base model class extends IVCT_baseModel which extends the 
IVCT_NullFederateAmbassador which extends the HLA Interface called 
FederateAmbassador. While in DIS, there is no central system to connect to and there is no 
such thing as a federateName or a need for an ambassador. The IVCT_RTIambassador 
specifically implements the RTI_ambassador from HLA. 
 

 
Figure 3: Current state of the IVCT Framework’s main dependencies 

 
Due to this current structure, merely adapting a test case to DIS federations is inadvisable. 
The presence of coupling between AbstractTestCase and IVCT_BaseModel classes 
prevents a direct implementation of a DIS test case. (AbstractTestCase currently presents a 
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method linked to IVCT_BaseModel). Furthermore, IVCT_BaseModel itself is linked to HLA in 
various ways.  
 
To begin, the IVCT_BaseModel is a descendant of the HLA class FederateAmbassador. 
This IVCT_BaseModel class contains dependencies to IVCT_RTIambassador (Part of the 
HLA libraries), FederateHandle (Part of HLA libraries) as well as initiateRti/terminateRti 
methods, as visible in Figure 3. These four items have no part in a DIS context and hence 
using the current IVCT framework for DIS testing is not applicable. While it would not be 
impossible to simply disregard these dependencies (By returning null and/or disregarding 
their work) it is not considered best practice. 
 

6.2 Presentation of two solutions to implement DIS simulations 
with IVCT 
To resolve these issues, two solutions are proposed. The first one, solution A, is the most 
rigorous one offering a coherent naming scheme but will create breaking changes in the 
current IVCT framework and its test suites. Solution B’s focus is to add DIS capabilities 
without breaking changes, allowing a seamless upgrade to IVCT’s capabilities. The naming 
scheme, however, becomes a bit less representative and would not be considered best 
practice.  
 

6.2.1 Solution A - Interfacing IVCT_BaseModel 
Solution A is to make IVCT_BaseModel an interface and split it into classes implementing it: 
IVCT_HLA_BaseModel (Which would also extend to IVCT_NullFederate_Ambassador) and 
IVCT_DIS_BaseModel. Doing so would, however, necessitate a refactoring of each and 
every project referring to the current form of IVCT_BaseModel.  
 
Under this structure, the test suites using DIS as a federation would implement the DIS 
version for their implemented AbstractTestCase. The test cases could then be classified as 
HLA test cases or DIS test cases where each would be responsible for implementing their 
right version of the BaseModel necessary to their parent AbstractTestCase. The final result 
is visible at Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Suggested restructuring of the IVCT Framework for solution A 

 
It is important to note that the sub-elements necessary for IVCT_DIS_BaseModel are 
currently absent from this diagram. 
 
As a result of this restructuring, the current references to IVCT_BaseModel would need to be 
refactored to IVCT_HLA_BaseModel as the old name would now represent merely an 
interface rather than an implementation.  

6.2.2 Solution B - Modify TestRunner and creation of an intermediary 
Solution B attacks the problem at a higher dependency and allows already existing test 
suites to continue working without further modifications.  
 
The TestRunner class is modified in order to not only accept AbstractTestCase objects but 
also the new DISAbstractTestcase objects by making them both an abstract implementation 
of a GenericTestCase. Because all the modifications are done directly on the 
IVCT_Framework project, any test suite project that implemented the AbstractTestCase will 
continue to work as its code’s logic structure is unchanged, as can be seen in figure 5. Every 
method needed for HLA goes into AbstractTestCase and every DIS method goes into 
DISAbstractTestCase. 
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Figure 5: Solution B structure for implementing DIS capabilities 

6.3 Selection of a DIS implementation method 
Based on the current structure of the MSG-134, its seamless integration and its greater 
flexibility, solution B was selected by OODA and approved by the TA.  
 
The current architecture of the IVCT_Framework project on the MSG-134 GitHub consists of 
eighteen separate projects. Each of these would need to be modified separately if solution A 
is to be implemented or stay broken until a person manually performs the required changes 
and gets the merge request approved. Solution B, on the other hand, only needs 
modifications to the IVCT_Framework.  
 
The IVCT modifications themselves are quite simple: The creation of a GenericTestCase 
class and a slight re-structuring of the AbstractTestCase. The TestRunner class also needs 
slight modifications to make it accept the GenericTestCase rather than the specific 
AbstractTestCase. 
 
Furthermore, this structure allows the addition of other types of test cases into the 
IVCT_Framework. By simply implementing GenericTestCase, a third test case class could 
be created which would contain the very basic and expected elements statusCmd, tcName 
and sutName.  
 
The IVCT framework still depends on the HLA code implementation only present in the 
TC.lib. In order to be able to compile a DIS test case without any HLA dependencies, TC.lib 
should make a common lib folder with the classes TcFailed.java, TcInconclusive.java and 
IVCT_Verdict.java and create a clear distinction between the TC.HLA.lib and the TC.DIS.lib. 

6.4 DIS and Badge attribution 
Since DIS presents a different structure to transmit information across parties in a 
simulation, the exact behaviour to grant a badge had to be modified. While entities on 
PitchRTI can be queried in their current state with the state of the object being registered on 
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the federation, entities sent through DIS exist only through the broadcasting of their current 
state. When combined with the current IVCT behaviour of restarting the whole test (Including 
querying the required information), this means that any SuT that updates an entity’s position 
as time goes by would give different values across three different tests.  
 
Due to this, it has been decided to combine the ID, Type and Spatial test into a single test 
case. The system will receive the DIS Protocol Data Units (PDUs) only once (Only the first 
signal is accepted, other updates are disregarded) and perform the three tests in a single 
test case class. The logging will still distinguish between the three steps and they will be 
performed one by one but the project structure will be different. These limitations are 
reflected in the project’s structure and the badge itself (The badge relies on a single test 
case rather than 3). 
 

6.5 DIS Plugin Architecture 
Besides the modifications to the IVCT_Framework already described above, DIS simulations 
are inherently different and therefore also need a different system to receive and send 
information. The chosen structure is to include in the test case class a DISManager who 
holds a DIS Sender and a DIS receiver. The DIS manager offers methods such as getPDUs, 
sendPDU and getReceivedEntities. The method getReceivedEntities returns a list of generic 
entities that has no dependency over either DIS of HLA data type.  
 
Every class related to the DIS framework has been encapsulated in the IVCT_DIS_plugin 
located in the IVCT_framework folder. The IVCT_DIS_plugin project is now a part of the 
IVCT_framework and future developers simply have to include the project to create a new 
test case. 
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7. Lessons Learned and Feedback 
This section covers the different challenges encountered during this project as well as 
OODA’s recommendations for future development. 

7.1 Gradle building 
Development through the IVCT_Framework Gradle environment was difficult. 
IVCT_framework gradle config use the gradle version 2.9 while the latest gradle release is 
5.0. Since version 5.0 many improvements and features have been implemented that can 
ease the gradle workflow. The current development branch uses a more recent version of 
gradle. The gradle documentation and lessons learnt from other gradle users can also help if 
using the latest version. The documentation of how to set up the IVCT working environment 
could be improved to help new developers to get started. The need to continuously compile 
the project during development while modifying it is repetitive and counterproductive but 
necessary to test its inclusion into the DIS plugin project.  

7.2 Sources of Error 
The operator must be able to create every attribute with a high level of precision (Higher 
than the described thresholds in Table 1. (For example, if the position difference between 
the scenario and the position implemented in the SuT is higher than a millimetre then the 
test will fail.) If a unit has a velocity, the position during the test must be the same as the one 
described in the scenario document. The third test case may fail if the SuT moves the 
entities according to their velocity. Consider freezing time or the simulation itself if the SuT 
wants to propagate the entity state continuously.  

7.3 IVCT_Framework issues 
Simply working with the IVCT_Framework without any additional development presents 
some issues in itself. A simple setup to run the simplest of tests needs gradle operations that 
are not automatically loaded as well as a start up sequence of four different projects. While 
most of the information is sent to the logger, errors become difficult to locate when 
debugging since errors are, by their nature, unexpected. These errors become even more 
difficult to track down across four systems. 
 
This problem is exacerbated if errors are present in the configuration files because the 
framework can validate a wrong configuration and continue to run without warning or error 
message. There are also errors that are not handled correctly and lead to a program crash 
rather than what should be an expected TC_INCONCLUSIVE verdict in the case of a test 
crashing due to configuration errors. 
 
Debugging and development also suffers from a lack of transparency when using PitchRTI. 
A developer does not possess any tool to diagnose problems when trying to load or send 
entities to a PitchRTI Federation. Early development was plagued by the unknown of “Is the 
entity receiver incorrectly receiving or is the entity sender incorrectly sending?” 
 
A counterintuitive feature encountered during development was also the way the code logic 
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is spread across the BaseModel and TestCase classes in a test suite. The single 
responsibility principle would declare that the testcase class is responsible for judging if the 
test is a pass or fail but the current tests on the MSG-134 GitHub defer this task to the 
BaseModel class. The BaseModel Class (Which not only contains the model but also the 
access protocol to HLA data) is responsible for declaring if a test is a pass, fail or 
inconclusive. Such a structure would not be considered best practice.  
 
The GitHub repository of the IVCT framework master needs to be updated more frequently. 
The development branch currently has stable features that could ease the development 
process which would be better than presenting an outdated master branch. OODA also 
recommends the use of GitHub’s feature tags and release tags to mark stable versions and 
use an updated master branch. If this is not possible due to the high number of projects, the 
documentation should at least mention which branch to use to develop. 
 
The master repository compiles to version 1.0.0 while some other projects compile against 
1.0.0 or 1.0.1. This means that some projects need to have the master branch compiled and 
installed while others need the development branch compiled and installed while most of the 
projects are compatible with both. This current setup tends to be counterintuitive. 
 
The gradle version used by the wrapper is outdated. The gradle file should enforce the same 
syntax in all projects, such as making a particular package always be compileOnly and 
another one compile. 
 
OODA recommends proposing a working environment structure. If one wants to create a 
new testcase, it should be built it inside the IVCT_framework folder and add dependencies 
through “compile project(“:TC.lib”)” or aside and add dependencies from the local m2 
repository after running “Gradle install” against the IVCT_framework. 

7.4 Future recommendations 
The current BaseEntity integrity check now covers Identifier, Type and Spatial information. 
Future expansions of this work could cover the relativeSpatial as well as isPartOf fields if 
problems are found during simulations. They were ignored for now as they were less 
important but could become very important in some types of simulations equipment is 
installed on a vehicle (ie: A camera on a plane). This situation could present the plane being 
correctly represented but when looking at the camera, it could belong to another entity 
entirely or be out of place or orientation. 
 
The creation of more tests based on instances would also be beneficial. Current tests 
contained in the GitHub repository seem to be focused on the general publishing and 
subscribing capabilities of entities rather than verifying the actual content that is sent. 
Verifying the integrity of an instance is an important part of the process that seems to have 
been overlooked until now. If more test suites are to be developed to fix this problem, then 
the addition of clear guidelines on the expected structure should be done. While existing test 
suites can store the data model as a private subclass in their implementation of a 
BaseModel (as exemplified in the HelloWorld example) actual test suites will need multiple 
classes and subclasses to fully implement the data model of the GRIM-RPR. While a 
solution is offered in the delivered code, it is perhaps not exactly the structure the MSG-134 
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community as a whole would have wished. To ensure a single vision and a coherent project, 
a clear set of guidelines defining how to define and work with instance tests would need to 
be written. 
 
These future test suites could also be developed for other types of instances. For example, 
interaction instances of type WeaponFire or MunitionDetonation could also be verified for 
integrity. These types of verification would even be more important for these due to the fact 
that their number of parameters is very high and each of them has the possibility to contain 
errors. Again, the importance of this recommendation varies with the actual occurrence of 
these errors. If the WeaponFire interactions have never been an issue in these simulations, 
it could be wiser to invest time in other problematic areas. 
 
As a final recommendation, getting access to a real SuT would be beneficial. Being able to 
see the extent of a SuT’s capabilities in terms of precision would help when designing test 
suites and systems that will need to interact with a SuT. 
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